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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the following two problems of completion of block matrices: 
(1) Let Aij, i > j - y. he given matrices. Find additional matrices Aij such that the 
block m&ix A =(Aij)y= 1,;:1 has norm less than one. (2) Let Bii, lj - i) <q, be 
given matrices. Find additional Bij such that the completion B = (B;jI:lj= 1 is positive 
definite. The analysis is based on a study of certain linear fractional maps. This 
approach leads to an explicit description of all solutions by linear fractional maps of 
which the coefficients are given directly in terms of the given data. The maximum 
entropy principle appears as a corollary of a general formula for the determinant of a 
completion. Special attention is paid to the Toeplitz case. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with problems of completion of partially defined 
block matrices. In such problems some entries are given, and one has to find 
the other entries such that the whole matrix satisfies certain additional 
conditions. The first problem we investigate is the problem of strictly 
contractive completions: let Aij be given matrices for j - i Q y, and find the 
remaining matrices Aij, j - i > y, such that the block matrix A = (Aij);= 1,;: 1 
has norm less than 1. Probably this problem was first considered by W. 
Arveson [2] in the framework of a formula for the distance from an operator 
to triangular ones. From the results of Arveson’s paper one deduces that the 
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necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution are 
Cl, i=l,...,m-(1. (0.1) 
In [3] J. A. Ball and I. Gohberg have developed a general approach to study 
completion problems based on the theory of shift invariant subspaces. For 
the above problem they took the next step and obtained a linear fractional 
description of the set of all solutions. The coefficients in this description are 
given via a finite dimensional version of the Beurling-Lax theorem. The 
contractive completion problem for the 2X2 case \vas separately considered 
by Gr. Arsene and A. Gheondea [l] and by C. Davis, W. M. Kahan, and 
W. F. Weinberger [5]. 
The second problem considered in this paper is the problem of positive 
definite completions: Ict B,, be given matrices for 1 j - iI < q, and find the 
remaining matrices Bij, 1 j - iI > q, such that the block matrix B = (Bij)::,,= 1 
is positive definite (briefly, B > 0). Th’ p 15 ro I em was introduced by H. Dym 1 1 
and I. Gohberg [Y], who proved that a solution exists if and only if 
Bii ... 
1: 
Bi,i+q 
: 1 > 0, 'i+c,.i ” ’ ‘i+q,i+c, i = l,...,n - y. (0.2) 
A linear fractional description for the set of all solutions of this problem was 
obtained by Ball and Gohberg [3] using their shift invariant subspace 
approach. In [9] it was also shown that there is a unique solution which 
maximizes the determinant. This solution plays the natural role of a finite 
dimensional analogue of the maximum entropy solution. A maximunl entropy 
solution can also be found in the contractive completion problem (see Ball 
and Gohberg [3], and Ben-Artzi, Ellis, Gohberg, and Lay [d]). This follows 
from the fact that the contractive completion problem can be seen as a 
special case of the positive definite completion problem. 
The aim of this paper is to present for both problems an explicit 
description of the set of all solutions via a linear fractional map of which the 
coefficients arc directly given in terms of the original data. For this we 
develop a direct approach, which may be viewed as a generalization of the 
Schur algorithm. It consists of recursively applying an clemcntary linear 
fractional map, which reduces the problem in each step to a simpler one, and 
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finally to a trivial one. This approach also gives a new proof of the sufficiency 
of the conditions (0.1) and (0.2) for the existence of strictly contractive and 
positive completions, respectively. The maximum entropy principle appears 
as a corollary of a general formula for the determinant of a completion. 
Let us present the main results for the scalar case. The formulas for the 
matrix case are analogous but a little more involved (see Sections 4 and 6 for 
the precise statements). Wz use the following notations: if i < j we denote 
fi$,,H,> = Hi. * . Hj and nL=,H,, = H, . ’ . Hi. In the case that i > j the 
matrix products are defined to be the identity matrix. 
TI~EOREM 0.1. Let yE{-f&+1,..., m - 1) and uii be gil;en complex 
numbers for 1 Q i < n, 1 =G j Q m, and j - i < q. Suppose thut 
(l(ai,j),“,,‘~t~ll<l, p=l,..‘,m-q. 
For j - i < q define the number hij by 
hij = 
Uij + p,,( I - c+Xij) -‘cQ+, 
[1-pij(l-a~ol,i)-Ip~]“P(I_Yt(l-OlijL1~)-’yij]1’2’ 
where aii, pij, and yij are giGen via 
Furthermore, let 
where 
(I-A,)A;)-I” (I-+I;)-“‘A,, 
(I-A;A,,)-“‘~~; 
I (I-A;~J,)-“” ’ 
Ap=(6i+,>,jhij)f=, J’11T p=-n+l . . ..>q. 
Then the set of all matrices F = ( fij>, z,, ,z, E c”x”’ withf,, = atj, j - i G Y, 
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and )( F\J < 1 is the set of all matrices of the form 
F = F(G) = (B,,G + 8,,)(8,,G + !&)-‘, 
where G = (gij)f= 1.1”~ is any matrix with I(GIJ < 1 and gij = 0 for j - i f (I. 
Moreover, 
det[I-F(G)*F(G)]=( n (I-lhijl”))det(l-G*G). 
j-i<</ 
In the case that aij has zero columns (this happens if j = l), the matrix 
ayij should be considered as the linear map from the zero space to C”, where 
p stands for the number of rows of cyij ( = number of rows of yij). So in that 
case, for instance, I- o$‘yij = 1,). Analogous remarks hold for the case that 
cxij has zero rows. This interpretation also holds for the other matrices, and 
will be used throughout the paper. 
For the positive definite completion problem we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 0.2. Let (I ~{0,.. ., n - I}, and bij = gji be given complex 
numbersfor l<i,j<nand O<j-i<y. Supposethat 
(bij)y,?“,,>O, p=l,...,n-4. 
For 0 < j - i < q define the number h ij by 
hii = 
bij - Pijyij l&i) 
(“~j-pijyulpl*,)1’p(sij-~i;yljliij)1’2’ 
(0.3) 
where aij, pii, yij, lij, and TIij are given via 
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Furthermore, let 
(-,>A;)-“’ (1-A,,A;)-“‘A,, 
(I-A;A,,)-‘/‘A; (I-A;A,,)+~ ’ 
where 
A,) = diag( ibji)y= , , Ap = (‘i+pj hij)F,j_,, P=~>...>Y. 
ThenthesetofallmutricesF=(f,,>~fj=~E@””” with&j=bij,O<j-i<y, 
and F > 0 is the set of all matrices of the form F = T(G)+ T(G)*, where 
T(G) = (O,lG + 8,2)(8,,G + Bzs)-’ 
and G = (g,j):j=, is any matrix with llG/l < 1 and g,, = 0 for j - i < y. 
Moreover , 
det[T(G)+T(G)*] = fibji n 
i=l Oij-icy 
(l-]hjj]“)det(l--G*G) 
We shall also deal with the Toeplitz case, i.e., when the given part is a 
part of a (block) Toeplitz matrix. In that case we look for completions which 
satisfy the desired additional conditions (strictly contractive, positive) and are 
also Toeplitz. For the strictly contractive completion problem (assume Aij = 
Ai+l,j+l for the given entries), the condition (0.1) is in general not sufficient 
to ensure the existence of a Toeplitz contractive completion. For the positive 
definite completion problem (assume Bij = Bi+ l,j+, for the given entries), 
however, the condition (0.2) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 
Toeplitz positive definite completion (see M. G. KreTn and A. A. Nudelman 
[ll] for the scalar case, and [9] for the block matrix case). We shall prove that 
for this case one obtains all Toeplitz positive definite completions if in the 
description of all positive definite completions one only uses block Toeplitz 
matrices as its argument. For the scalar case, for instance, this means that in 
Theorem 0.2 one uses only matrices G that are Toeplitz. Because of the 
special structure of the given part, however, the formulas for the coefficients 
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of the linear fractional description become simpler. The precise statements 
are in Section 7. 
The key properties of the earlier mentioned elementary linear fractional 
maps that make up the generalization of the Schur algorithm used in this 
paper are: 
(1) Each elementary map is i J’, 
( 1 
-unitary and consequently preserves 
contractiveness (see Proposition 1.2). 
(2) Each elementary map is determined by a diagonal of matrix cocffi- 
cients that is itself contractive and can be easily detennined from the data to 
which the map is applied. (In the scalar case these are the numbers h, j 
appearing in Theorems 0.1 and 0.2.) 
These properties have already been explicitly observed in the scalar case by 
Dewilde and Deprettere [7], and somewhat more implicitly by Deprettere [6] 
and by Lev-Ari and Kailath [12]. Moreover, these authors have also observed 
that the coefficient hij in Theorem 0.2 is, in fact, a purtiul correlation 
coefficient. This interpretation results in the explicit formula (0.3) for hi j in 
terms of the original data; such formulas are used in this paper to establish a 
linear fractional map characterization for all solutions of the contractive and 
the positive definite completion problems. However, it should be observed 
that the actual computation of the coefficients hij via the formula (0.3) is 
much more laborious than the computation via the recursive algorithms 
described in [6, 7, 121; those algorithms would take O(d) elementary 
operations (adds and multiplies) as compared to the 001~‘) for the explicit 
formulas presented here. 
The fundamental observation that underlies both theorems is that the 
composition of the elementary linear fractional maps produced by the algo- 
rithm is itself a linear fractional map that inherits the properties of its 
elementary components. Thus, in the contractive completion prohlem this 
relation becomes A = F(G) := (B,,G + 8,,)(0,,G + 8,,)-‘, where G is a 
matrix such that Gij = 0 for all j - i < q, and where the elements of 0 
depend only upon the known elements of A, i.e., upon A,, for j - i < (1. 
Thus every contractive completion of the given data gives rise to the same 
matrix 0, and consequently, every completion can be represented in the 
form A = F(G) for some contractive G with Gij = 0 for all j - i < y. To 
establish Theorem 0.1 we still need to prove that the converse is also true, 
i.e., that every such G gives rise to a contractive completion of the given 
data. This is accomplished in Section 3 (see also Theorem 2 in [7]). 
Independently, H. Dym [S] also found a linear fractional description for 
the set of all positive completions of a given band. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall some elemen- 
tary facts concerning linear fractional maps. Section 2, which deals with the 
2 X2 strictly contractive completion problem, provides a first step in the 
proof and illustrates the methods we use to solve the general problem. In 
Section 3 some auxiliary results are obtained, which are used in Section 4 to 
solve the general (n X m) strictly contractive completion problem. Sections 5 
and 6 concern the positive completion problem. Section 7 deals with the 
Toeplitz case. 
ADDITIONAL NOTE. After this paper was submitted I learned that the 
paper “The generalized Schur algorithm: Approximation and hierarchy” by 
P. Dewilde, and E. F. A. Deprettere in OT 29, Base], 1988, also exploits the 
Schur algorithm to 
positive completions 
formulas derived in 
case . . 
obtain a linear fractional description for the case of 
of a given band. Their work does not include the final 
this paper, nor does it contain the strictly contractive 
1. LINEAR FRACTIONAL MAPS WITH MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we collect together some elementary facts about linear 
fractional maps with matrix coefficients. As general references for this topic 
we mention B. Schwarz and A. Zaks [13, 141 and the references given there. 
Also some special types of linear fractional maps, which will he used for 
solving the problem of contractive completions, will he introduced in this 
section. 
Let A, B, C, and D he matrices of size p X p, p X y, y X p, and y X q, 
respectively. Using them as blocks, we define the following (p + q> X(p + y> 
matrix: 
(1.1) 
We consider here only nonsingular (p + c/)X(?> + 4) matrices M, i.e., we 
assume throughout that 
# 0. 
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Under this condition define the linear fractional maps d,,, and Jj,, by 
&Lb,(~) = (AG + B)(CG + D>-‘, 
w&,,(G) = (A - GC)-‘( - B + GD), 
where the variable G is a p X q matrix. We call the matrix M the matrix 
&fining the map d.,f. The matrix AL,{(G) is defined only on the set of 
matrices G for which CG + D is invertible. Analogous remarks hold for &&,. 
PROPOSI-rION 1.1. Let M, N be nonsinguh- (p + (1) X(p + y> matrices. 
Then (on the appropriate domains) 
Proof. Let M be given by (1.1) and 
First note that (on the appropriate domain) k,,(G) = K if and only if 
and the latter identity holds if and only if A.v,(K) = G. 
For (i) note that kh,(dN(G)) = K if and only if 
O=(I-K)M (J/‘~C))=(‘-K)MN(~)(‘G+~)-‘. 
But this is equivalent to Jk/hlN(G) = K. 
One proves (ii) analogously. So let us finish with (iii). Since Al,,(G) = K 
if and only if d’$,(K) = G, 
(ii), &A, 0 2.v, - I = 2.+,-l 0 
we obtain &M = <A*{>- ‘. On the other hand, by 
,A&, = &,, which is the identity map. So <&v,)-’ 
= J.v,- 1. Now (iii) follows. n 
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In this paper we shall deal with linear fractional maps of which the 
defining matrix has additional symmetry properties. Let J be the following 
(p + q) X (p + y) matrix: 
.I= 2 i 1 _“, > ‘I (1.2) 
where I, denotes the identity matrix of size T X T. The matrix M is called 
J-unitary if M*JM = J and MJM* = J. For p = y the matrix M is called 
(J, J&unitary if M*jM = J and MJM* = x where J is as in (1.2) and j is the 
2p X2p matrix 
J= ( _OzIl -ozr’). (1.3) 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be as in (1.1). 
(i) Zj M is J-unitary, then ~2’~ and &M map (G 1 [[G/l < l} into (G 1 [(G/J 
< 1). Further, if det(CG + D) f 0, then 
det[ Z - &,.,(G)*&,,(G)] = (det(CG + D)le2det(Z - G*G). (1.4) 
(ii) of M is (j, J&unitary, then A?,,,, maps IG 1 IlGll < 1) into iG I G + G* 
> 0) and JM maps (GIG +G*>O} into {GIllGIl Cl). Further, if 
det(CG + D) # 0, then 
det[kM(G)+ JM(G)*] = (det(CG + D)l-‘det(Z - G*G). (1.5) 
Proof Let us prove (ii). One proves (i) analogously. Suppose that M is 
(f,J>-unitary, and let G be a p X y matrix with llG/ < 1. Then 
is strictly positive. Suppose that (CG + D)r = 0 for some x # 0. Using (1.61, 
it then follows that ((I - G*G)x, x) = 0, giving a contradiction. Since CG + 
I-G*G=-(G*Z)M*jM 7 
( 1 
=(AG+B)*(cG+D)-(CG+D)*(AG+B) (1.6) 
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D is square, we obtain that det(CG + D) f 0. Hence .J?~,(G) is well defined. 
Rewriting (1.6) gives 
I-G*G=(CG+ D)*[~~>,,(G)*+Lz-Z,,(G)](CG+ D), (1.7) 
so J.%,(G)* + &JG) > 0. Analogously, one proves that &?,, maps {G 1 G + 
G* > 0) into {G ( I(G(( < 1). Equation (1.5) : is a d irect conseqiience of (1.7). n 
The following types of linear fractional maps will be used to solve the 
contractive completion problem. Let A be a Zr X q matrix with norm less 
than 1. Define 
<y;(G) := W,,(G + A)(A*G + I)-‘W,-‘. 
&G):=WG’(Z-GA*)-‘(G-A)WA, 
where G is a Z> X q matrix and W, :=(I - B*B)-I” for I\B(j < 1. Note that 
% = ‘J&h, and 3; = J,,,(&,, where M(A) is the J-unitary [with J as in 
I 
(1.2)] matrix 
M(A) = 
The following corollary is now a 
1.2. 
W,, W,, A 
w,h* i w, 
(I.81 
direct consequence of Propositions 1.1 and 
COHOLLAHY 1.3. tit llA[j < 1. Tbn 
% : ICI Fll < 1) + ~GIIIGII < 11 
is t!#xtive, and its inverse is 3;. Further, if det(A*G + 1) # 0, then 
det[Z-FA(G)*FA(G)] =det(Z-A*A)jdet(A*G+Z)j-2det(Z-G*G). 
2. THE STRICTLY CONTRACTIVE COMPLETION PROBLEM: 
THE 2x2 CASE 
As an illustration for our solution of the general strictly contractive 
completion problem, we state and prove in this section our main theorem for 
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the 2 X 2 case. Part of the results will be used later for the general case. We 
start with the following formulas. Let (Y, B, and C be matrices with norm 
less than one. Then 
where p, y, X, and Y are matrices of appropriate sizes. Similarly, 
Let us consider the problem of strictly contractive completions. Let cy, ~3 
and y be matrices satisfying 
IN )ll E <l and /I(” Y)I/<l. 
We want to find all matrices F of the form 
with norm less than one. First, note that JI~IJI < 1, and hence 
(2.1) 
has norm less than one (Corollary 1.3). So IlfiW,jl < 1. Analogously, IlW,*y(I 
< 1. Suppose now that we have a matrix F as in (2.1) with norm less than 
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one. Then the matrix 
is well defined and has the form 
with G norm less than one (Corollary 1.3). On the other hand, let us start 
with 
where (IG(( < 1. 
Then calculating 
x= -p(z-a*a)-la*y 
+[z-p(I-a*a)-lp* 
Since 
I 
l/2 
G 
we obtain a matrix F as in (2.1) with 
[I-y*(I-cua*)-*y]l’e. (2.2) 
it follows from Corollary 1.3 that 
p x Ill iii <l. c-i Y 
The above reasoning shows that all strictly contractive completions F in (2.1) 
are obtained by taking X as in (2.2), where G is an arbitrary matrix with 
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norm less than one. Note that this coincides with the result in [5]. We 
summarize the above arguments in the next theorem, which contains also a 
formula for det(l - F*F). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a, /3, and y be matrices of sizes p, X y,, p, X q,, and 
p2 X q,, respectively, satisfying 
Put 
Then all the matrices of the form 
with norm less than one are giuen by 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
where G is any p, X q, matrix u%th norm less than one. Further, for such a 
matrix G 
det[ I - F(G)*F(G)] = det(l- a*cu)det[ I - /3(Z - ~*~)-‘p*] 
Xdet[ I- y*(I - acY*)-‘71 det(I - G*G). (2.5) 
Proof. It remains to prove (2.5). Let 
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Since det(AzG + I) = 1, we obtain by Corollary 1.3 
det[ Z - .~~~6)*7~,(6)] = det(Z - AT, A,,)det(Z - 6*G). (2.6) 
Put G = .9&,CG>, and analogous reasoning gives 
det[Z-y;-,(G)*y&_,(G)] =det(Z-AYC,A_,)det(I-G*G). (2.7) 
Substituting (2.6) into (2.7) and using the equation det(Z - G*G) = det(Z - 
G*G), we obtain 
Now (2.5) follows immediately. a 
From (2.5) it is clear that the solution F(O) has the property that 
det[ I - F(O)“F(O)] > det[ z - F(G)*F(G)] 
for G # 0. So F(0) is the so-called “maximum entropy” solution of this 
problem, i.e., the strictly contractive completion F of (2.3) for which 
det(Z - F*F) is maximal. According to (2.2) the corresponding X is given by 
x,, = - p(z- a*a)-‘a”y. (2.8) 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS FOR CERTAIN LINEAR FRACTIONAL 
MAPS (1) 
As suggested by the approach followed in Section 2, to solve the strictly 
contractive completion problem for arbitrary block matrices *one has to 
understand the behavior of the linear fractional maps .yA and rA on upper 
triangular (relative to some diagonal) block matrices. Let us first introduce 
some notation. 
Let fin x ,I1 denote the set of all n X m block matrices A = (Aij):‘= i,$I 
with a fixed block structure. Thus for each (i, j) the matrix Aij has some 
fixed size independent of A. Addition in the set R”X”’ is therefore a 
well-defined operation. When multiplying A E R”X”l and B E a”‘x”, we 
assume that the product AijBj, makes sense. \Vhen inverting or taking the 
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square root of A E Minx”, the diagonal elements Aii are assumed to be 
square. Define, for p E Z, the pth diagonal map LZ,, : fl”x”’ -+ fi’x”’ by 
~,,,(A)=(‘i+,~.jAij)iI’I II’I> 
where 6,, denotes the Kronecker delta, i.e., 6ii = 1 and 6ij = 0 for i # j. Note 
that for i Q - n and p > m the matrix B,,(A) is equal to 0. Of course we are 
not interested in those values of p, but for notational convenience we will 
not exclude them. We shall refer to _@,,,,(A) as the pth diagonal of A. Let 
-z$ :iR “Xr” + flnnX”’ be &fined by 
<,(A) = c q,(A), 
q < ,’ 
which is the lower triangular part of A relative to the pth diagonal. Further- 
more, put 
R ;;x”i = {A E .rix”‘[ _/(A) = O}. 
Let LIS return to the linear fractional maps YA and &. In what follows 
we take A E C12)Ix”’ and we assume that ([A(1 < 1. The maps YA and .YA are 
then maps acting from a part of finx”’ to R”X”‘. In fact we will take A to be 
a diagonal, i.e., A = S?{,(A) for some p. Then WA E fl”‘x”’ and WA, E s/“x” 
are both invertible square block diagonal matrices, i.e., W, = _!2:o(W3.) and 
WA, = 9,,(W,,). To be more precise, if A = CAij>I’=,,j’l 1 = g,,(A), then 
WA=diag(Wi,_ ,,,, )y=,, ~*=diag(w~:,,+,)]iX,~ 
where Aij = 0 for (i, j> @ (1,. . , n) X (1,. . . , m). Here diag(Zi)F=, = 
diag(Z,,..., 2,) denotes the k X k block diagonal matrix with Zi as the 
(i,i)th entry (i = I..., k). If Aij = 0 then W, = I, so, for instance, if 
n + p < m then 
0 
diag(WA1_,J,,...,WA ,,, , +,z,Z,...,Z), PdO, 
w,= 
diag(Z,...,Z,W, I. I +,” .. . ’ w, ‘t.,,+,” z ,...) z), p>o. 
Let E, denote the square block matrix which has an identity matrix at the 
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(i, i)th place and zeros elsewhere. 
should be clear from the context. 
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The number of blocks in Ei and their sizes 
LEMMA 3.1. ht A=(A,j)l’,l,J’:,~SZ;:‘IL, and fir rE’(l,..., n), SE 
{l, . . , m} such that s - r = p. Put A = E,AE,s, and assume that jlA/l < 1. 
Then 
Ai,> i>r orj<s; 
0, i=r , j=s; 
( %(“)jij = Ai,(l - ATBA,,)-1’2, 
(I - A,,A;,)-l’eA,j, 
i<r, j = 9; 
i=r, j> s; 
\ Aij+Ai,(Z-AT,~A,,s)-‘A~,,A,j, i<r, j>s. 
In particular, if j - i > p then 
($(A))ij=(W~*)ii(Aij + zij)(Wl)jjp 
where 
A,,W,,P~,W,,A,, i <r, _i > s, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. Straightforward calculations. g 
Let Pi (i = 1,. . . , n> and Q, (j=l,..., m) be the block matrices of size 
(m - i + 1)~ n and m X j, respectively, given by 
Here and in the sequel the blank entries in the matrices denote zeros. For 
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convenience we also introduce Pi = I (i < 0), Pi = 0 (i > n + 11, Qi = 0 
(i < 01, and Qi = Z ( i 2 m + 1). Note that 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A E fiz?;I and A = LSp(A) have norm less than one. 
Then 9A(A) exists and 
f’k%i(A)Q~ = %k,,(WQ,)~ k=l,..., n, I=1 ,..., m. 
Proof. Since A A* E fir:” and its main diagonal has norm less than 
one, we get that I - A A* is invertible. Hence YA(A) is well defined. Let 
A,=E,A, i=l,...,n-p; then A=Z~~pAi. Now M(A,_,).*.M(A,)= 
M(A), which is easy to check because of the abundance of zeros in the 
matrices M(A,). Hence 
9*=.$&o ... OF* _ 
II ,” (3.1) 
L,et (k,Z)~{l,~..,nIXIl,..., m}. Note that by Lemma 3.1 the block matrix 
“Xr’Z and has for i <k +1 as the (i,j)th 
~~‘~h~‘~~t~~~~~~~~~~~r~~u~~r~’ 
A, = EdEl,+k = E, %,+, o . . . o $i,,_,,@))E,+k. ( 
But then it is enough to prove (for i E (1,. . . , n - p}) that 
where BE Cl;?; and EjBE,,+i = Ai. This follows directly from Lemma 3.1. 
n 
Let A E on x”‘. Define for q E Z the number m,(A) by 
m,(A) = m~{llPiAQi+,ll(i E z).
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It is easy to see that m,(A) < 1 implies that l\Aijll < 1 for j - i < 4. Since 
we can conclude that l19r,(A)ll < 1 whenever m,(A) < 1 and p < 4. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A E Cl;“_;“, [\9,JA)ll< 1, cmd 4 >, p. Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
5?9,,c,,(A) E fl;xl”; 
$ x,(A) = g,(K), then ~,(~gI,(A)(A)) = x,(F9,,,,,(K)); 
(iii) $m,,(A) < 1, then m,(pg,,(,,(A)) < 1. 
Proof. Denote A = gJ,(A). In order to prove (ii) note that g,(A) = 
d,(K) if and only if P,AQ,+,, = PiKQi+,,, i = l,.. .,n. Furthermore, if g,(A) 
= x,(K), then A = gT)(A) = 9,)(K). Using Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
for i=l,..., n. But then (ii) follows immediately. 
For (i), use (ii) with 4 = p and K = A. Since <(p&(A))= 0, this gives 
the desired result. 
Finally, we prove (iii). If IIZ’,AQ,+UJJ < 1, then PP,ay,+dPiAQ,+,)= 
Z&A@,+, h as norm less than one by Corollary 1.3. Using this remark for 
all admissible i, we obtain (iii). n 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p < 4 and G,G E a;““’ such thut x,,(G) = x,(c). 
Furthermore, let A = 9,,(A) have norm less than 1. Then 
4,(6(G)) = -f&Z(~)). 
Proof. First note that A*G E s2{;““‘, Hence Z + A*G is invertible, and 
YA(G) is well defined. Denote N = y;(G) and fi = Y&(G). Since PjGQi+,, 
= PiEQi+(,, we get that 
Since 9P,Ag ,+,, is injective, we obtain PiHQi+,, = Pif?Qi+(,. m 
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LEXIUA 3.5. L.d A = Q,,(A) huoe norm less thun one, and G E fliix”‘. 
Then 
det[Z-.9;(G)*7A(G)] =det(l-A*A)det(l-G*G). (3.2) 
proof. Since A*G E fi{F x’J’, we get that det(l + A*G)= 1. Now use 
Corollary 1.3. n 
4. THE STRICTLY CONTRACTIVE COMPLETION PROBLEM: 
THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we study the problem of strictly contractive completions 
which is described in the introduction. Recall that if A E fl’lx”‘, the block 
matrix _:,(A) stands for the lower triangular part of A relative to the q th 
diagonal. The condition m,,(A) < 1 [the number m,,(A) is defined in Section 
31 is the same as the condition (0.1). We have the following theorem. 
TIIEOKESI 3.1. L&A =(Ajj>~‘,,,~~, E fl’lx”’ undq E{- n + l,...,m -I} 
De giocn. Suppose that m,,(A) < 1. For j - i < q define 
zij = p,,(z - a#pi,i)-‘a$y,j, 
where ari,Pii, und yii ure #ken t-iu 
Furthermore, let 
und A,,, p = - ?I + 1,. . . , q, be gicen by 
A- ll+ 1 =A -,1+1) 
A,, = I?;:‘,,+,(1 - Ax At)-‘/‘. A,;fig:k,&+,(l- AZ Ak)-? 
(4.1) 
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Then the set of all F E flnX”’ 
all matrices of the form 
with <,,(A) = x,(F) and )( F(j < 1 is the set of 
F = F(G) = (8,,G + 012)(021G + &J1, 
where G is any matrix with x,(G) = 0 and llGl/ < 1. Moreover, 
and 
det[ I - F(G)*F(G)] = n det(l- AT, A,,)det(Z - G*G), (4.2) 
p d ‘, 
det[I - F(G)*F(G)] = n det(Z - H,THij)det(l - G*G), (4.3) 
,j - i < y 
where 
X [ Aij + P,j( I - ~~ai~j)-l~~yij] [I - y*ij( I - aija*ij~-ly,i] -“2. 
In order to prove this theorem we first need some auxiliary results. Let 
A E fi,,x,,, be such that m,,(A) < 1, for some given 9. Make the following 
sequences of matrices: 
z- n+l:= A, A -_,I+1 =g --I*+ ,(A) 
q:= %,,_&I), A,? = q&7), 
(4.4) 
p=-n+2 ,...,y +1. 
Using Lemma 3.3, one sees that these matrices are well defined, ~z,(Z,~) 
< 1, and Z E fin?“’ 
matrices A,,‘: 
,, 1, p=--n+l ,...,9 + 1. Later we shall see that the 
p=-n+l , . .,9, defined in (4.4) coincide with the ones 
introduced in Theorem 4.1. We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A E fiRnxn’ be such that m,,(A) < 1, and let AI,, 
p=-n+1 , . . ,9 + 1, be defined by (4.4). The set IF(G) 1 G E Q~Xra, 
jlGll < 11, where 
F(G) = %_,,+,( . . . ?i<{G)) * * + 
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is the set of all F with _z$,( F) = &,,(A) and norm less than 1. Further, 
det[ I - F(G)*F(G)] = h 
p=-nfl 
det(Z - A, A;)det(Z - G*G). (4.5) 
Proof. Let GE flax”’ with ]]GJ( < 1. Put F,,, = G, Fj = Yi,(ci+r) (j = 
-n +l,..., 9). Since ]I F,,+lll < 1, it follows from Corollary 1.3, by induction, 
that ]]Fj]]<l forj=-n+l,..., 9. Further, &,(F,,+,)= 0 = &,(C,+,>. We 
obtain by Lemma 3.4, also by induction, that x,(q)= &,(z.j>. So IJF_,,+,J( 
<l and ~,(F_.+,)=~,(~_.+,)=_t%(A). This proves that F(G) is a 
contraction such that Ed,;< F(G)) = &,(A). 
Conversely, let l/F]] < 1 be such that x,(A) = x,(F). Put G_,,+r = F, 
Gj=YAI(Gj_,), j=-n+2,..., q + 1. We obtain [Corollary 1.3 and induc- 
tion] ]]Gj]] < 1 and [Lemma 3.3(u) and induction] g,(Gj) = Ot;;(xj>, j = - n 
-t-l,..., 9+1. So ]]Gr,+r]]<l and ~,(G,+,)=~,,(~C,+,)=O. 
Finally, repeated application of Lemma 3.5 yields (4.5). n 
The construction of the linear fractional map F(G) in Proposition 4.2 
shows resemblance to the original approach to the Nevanlinna-Pick problem 
by R. Nevanhnna using the Schur algorithm. 
Let A be such that nz,,(A) < 1. Recall from [3] the following definition. 
The maximum entropy solution of the strictly contractive completion problem 
for A is the unique strictly contractive completion of A which maximizes the 
number det(Z - F*F), i.e., the maximum entropy solution F, has the follow- 
ing properties: &:,< F,) = x,(A), I[ Fol[ < 1, and 
det(Z- F,*F,)>det(Z- F*F), 
where F # F, varies over the set of all strictly contractive completions. Note 
that in Proposition 4.2 the maximum entropy solution is F(0). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A =(Aij)yzl, 1’1, E SZnX”’ be given such that 
m,,,_,(A) < 1. Consider 
A,= 
A,, .*. Al,,,,-I X 
A,, ... A%,,,-1 A%,, 
A;,, . . . A,,,;,,-, A;,,,, 
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Then ljAajl < 1 ifund only iff or sume strictly contructive G 
X=Z+ LGR, (4.6) 
u&m 
z = - pw,a*w,,y, 
with A,,, p = - n + 1,. . , m - 1, &fin& by (4.4) untl 
(Y= 
A,, a.. A,,,,, - I 
k, ... i II.!,, -1 
P=(A,, *.. A I,,,1 - I >. 
Furthermore, if JIGIJ < 1 and X is gicen by (4.6), then 
det( I - G*G) = det( I - IPH), 
where 
(4.7) 
I{= [ I- p(I - a*a)-‘p*] yx - Z)[ I - y*(I - cd-$1 -Y (4.8) 
When in ucldition the element in the upper right corner is scalar, then G = H. 
Proof. Let c_,,+,(X)= A, and C,,(X) = PA _fZ,,-,(X)), p = - n + 
2,.. .,m - 1. Since _&2(AS) = .<,,_,(A), we &t that J,,,_,(C,,(X)) = 
._&,(C,,) [where C,, is defined by (4.411, p = - n + l,.. ., m - 1. Suppose 
that llAr]l < 1. Then also IIC,,,_ JX)ll < 1. Further, ~,r-2(C,,r- ,(X>) = 
.&,(Z,,,_,) = 0, SO (C,,,_,(X))i,j = 0 for (i,j) Z (1, rn). Let G = 
(C,,,_,(X)),,,,. Then I(GI1 < 1. Let LIS start with proving that 
G=L-‘(X-@R-l, (4.9) 
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where 2 is some matrix independent of X. Later we will show that 2 = 2. 
Put G,, = (Z{,(X)),,,,, p = - n + 1,. , m - 1. By induction we prove that 
G, = &(X - i,,) A,, > I)=-n+l,...,m-1, (4.10) 
where i,, = fi[~? ,I+l(W*f)ll> p,$ = l=Qz’,,+r(W* ) I )),,,l a and 2!,, is some 
matrix independent of X. Here L_,,+ , and &,,+ I should he understood as 
being the identity matrix. Equation (4.10) clearly holds f?r T-I = - n + 1. 
Suppose that (4.10) holds for p - 1. Consider now C,>(X) = .Yi,,_I(Z,,_,(X)). 
Let A$‘, = E A,, _ , E ) v=l,..., 
proof of Lemma 3.2, w;+Gain 
n. Then A,,_, = X E = , A(,:‘, As in the 
Since A,,_, = 2’,,_,(C,,_,) = g,,_,(C,,_,(X)), we have that A’;l, = 
E,&,(X)E,,+,,-1. Further, IlA(;‘,jl < 1, so we can use Lemma 3.1 and 
obtain 
where Z(‘,l ,, , is some matrix independent of X. Applying 9i,,,I;j to 
~&(8,,_,(X)), we get, using the same kind of arguments, for the ?l,m)th 
entblof the result the matrix 
where 
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Proceeding in this way, we obtain 
G,, = (lz,‘(x))I,,, = (&;J . . . (?&-l(X))) . . g?,,,, 
= (w~;-,),,(G,~-, - z’)(wA,,-,),,lr,,, 
where Z’ is some matrix independent of X. The induction hypothesis gives 
now that 
where 
2,, = 2,,_] + (lip=’ ,,+,wAr)n'Z'(~p-~,~+,wAl)l,~,. 
Hence we have proved (4.10). Since G = G,,,_l, Equation (4.9) holds. 
Summarizing, we proved that 
AX = %_,,+, o ’ ’ ’ ’ %,,,_-L(@) (4.11) 
where d = C,,,_,(X) E a::,?; has norm less than one, and G = (c)l,,, is 
given by (4.9). Conversely, by Proposition 4.2 (with y = m - l), if we let c 
vary over the set {c) d E flE,?g, (Ii;\\ < l}, we obtain via (4.11) all Ax with 
IIAxll < 1. The corresponding X is given via (4.9) where G = (c)~,,~. Further- 
more, the determinant formula of Proposition 4.2 gives that 
det(Z - A*,A,) = c,det(Z - c*C!) = c, det(Z - G*G), (4.12) 
where cl > 0. So the maximum entropy solution A,,, is obtained for G = 0, 
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giving X,, = 2. On the other hand, viewing A, as the 2 X 2 block matrix 
one concludes from the results in Section 2 that (4.8) gives a l-l correspon- 
dence between the set {H 1 j1Nj1 < 1) and all matrices X such that ]]Axl] < 1 
[use the description given in (2.2)]. Furthermore, 
det(Z-A*,A,)=c,det(I-II*H), (4.13) 
where c, > 0 [use (2.5)]. Hence we can conclude that the maximum entropy 
solution Ax{, is obtained for II = 0, which according to (4.8) corresponds to 
X,, = Z. So Z = X,, = 2. But then (4.9) ’ pl im ies (4.6). Further, using (4.12) 
and (4.13) with X = X,,, we get that 
c1 = det(I - AxtAx,,) = cp. 
Now (4.7) follows from (4.12) and (4.13). 
Finally, if the X is scalar, so are G and H. Equation (4.7) then implies 
]Gl = IHI. Since both G and H are a product of X - 2 and some positive 
number, we obtain equality. n 
Note that, since L and R are invertible, Equation (4.6) gives a l-l 
correspondence between X and G. From the proof of Proposition 4.3 we 
know that G is also given in terms of X by 
G = (L,(X)),,,, = (&( . . . (%_,,+l(Ax)) . . j,,,; (4.14) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. In order to prove that the map F(G) in Theorem 
4.1 is the same as in Proposition 4.2, we have to prove that the A,,‘s in (4.4) 
are the same as (4.1). When this is done, one uses Proposition 1.1(i) to 
conclude that both maps F(G) are the same. Fix p E{ - n + l,.. ., y}. Ac- 
cording to (4.4), the (r, s)th coefficient in A,,, where r - s = p, is equal to 
the (r, 31th coefficient in C,,. Since 
P&Q,, = %r,,,_lv,( . . . %.L,,+,o,WQ.J) * . * ) 
(use Lemma 3.21, we can focus on P,AQ,s and find ourselves in the situation 
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of Proposition 4.3 with X = A,.,. The matrix (C,,)r.s plays according to (4.14) 
the role of G in Proposition 4.3. So using (4.6) we can conclude that 
Calculating the (r, s)th entry of the right hand side of (4.1), one obtains 
same matrix. Hence the definitions of A,, in (4.1) and (4.4) coincide. 
Equation (4.2) follows directly from Proposition 4.2. Rewriting (4.2), 
get 
the 
we 
ciet[I - F(G)*F(G)l = ,,Q,, ( n 
, r-,5=,, 
det[ I- (h,,);,,(A,,)r,y]} Ml- G:“G). 
By Proposition 4.3 we have that det[I -(A,,),T,(A,,),.,5] = det(I - H,:Ii,.,,). But 
then (4.3) follows. n 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let r - s = p. Note that (A,,),,, is scalar. Using 
the last sequence of Proposition 4.3 with G replaced by (A,‘)‘,,, we get that 
(A,,),., = H,., . Theorem 4.1 now implies Theorem 0.1. n 
Let O:=(O;j)~,jz, be as in Theorem 4.1. Since 0= TiF=_,j+,M(A,), 
where M(A) is. defined in (1.8), th e matrix 0 is J-unitary. Using this, one 
calculates that 
It is not hard to see that g,,,(@,,) = 0 for p > q and that B,, E a!‘:“‘, so that 
for the maximum entropy solution F(O) it holds that 
S,,( F(O)[ I - F(O)*F(O)] 
Compare this with Theorem III.9 in [3]. 
‘)=o, I-,>4 
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5. AUXILIARY RESULTS FOR CERTAIN LINEAR 
FRACTIONAL MAPS (2) 
To solve the problem of positive completions we need the following 
linear fractional maps. Let A be a positive definite matrix. Define 
BA(G) := A”‘“(G + I)( - G + I)-’ A1j2, 
&(G) := A.““(A + G)-‘(G - A) A-rje, 
where G is a matrix of the same size as A. Let N(A) be the (xJ)-unitary 
matrix 
(5.1) 
Note that ZZA and &A are the linear fractional maps J&‘~,~~, and ~$v(~,, 
respectively. The following corollary is now a direct consequence of Proposi- 
tions 1.1 and 1.2. 
COROLLARY 5.1. LRt A > 0. Then 
&ZA : {GlllGll -c 1) + {GIG + G* > 0) 
is bzjective, and its inverse is BA. Further, zy det(l - G) + 0, then 
=det2A.jdet(l-G)(-‘det(l-G*G). (5.2) 
Let Pi,, l,<i<j<n,betheblockmatrixofsize(j-i+l)xn givenby 
Pij = 1. 
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SO, if B =(Bij>cj=i, then 
Note that if q >, 0 and A, K E Cl?:“, then &,,(A) = x,,(K) if and only if 
Pi,i+,,APi3+, = Pi,i+I,KPi:+C,, i = l,..., n - y. For y >/ 0 we write diag,(B) > 
0 if 
Pi,i+q*PiTi+q > 0, i=l ,...,n-y, 
which is the same condition as (0.2). 
Let BES~“~” such that diag,( B) > 0, for some given y. Introduce the 
matrix A = (Aij)y,j=i E 0YT”, given by Ajj = Bij for i <j, Aii = iBii, and 
Aij = 0 for i > j. Note that A + A* = B. We want to find all matrices K such 
that K + K* > 0 and x,(A) = g,(K). Th e o f 11 owing proposition reduces the 
positive completion problem to a strictly contractive one. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let y > 0 and A E flY):II be such that A = gf,(A) > 0 
and diag,,(A + A*) > 0. Then the set 
(.%(F)lIIE’lI <la -4,(F) = -&%(A))) 
is the set of all K with K + Km > 0 and x,(K) = &,(A). Further, 
det[SA(F)+.SA(F)*] =det2Adet(I- F*F). (5.3) 
Proof. Use Corollary 5.1 and the fact that for A E LnYyn with A = 
_@“(A) > 0 it holds that 
6. THE POSITIVE COMPLETION PROBLEM 
In this section we study the problem of positive completions. A descrip- 
tion of the problem can be found in the introduction. Recall that the 
condition diag(,( B) > 0 is the same as (0.2). 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let B = (Bij)yj= 1 E flnnX” and q E (0,. . , n - l} be given. 
Suppose that diag(,(B) > 0. For 0 < j - i < q dejne the matrix Zij by 
zij = - pijyi;yij, 
where p,j, yij, and Cij are gizjen uiu 
i 
aij Pij Bij 
(B,,>)Jr,s=i= Pf$ Yij Sij 
Bc Siy Tij 
Furthermore, let 
(6.1) 
and A,,, p = 0,. . . , y, be given by 
A0 = diag($Bii);=,, A, = ;&l/2 A, &l/z, 
Ap=$iij-:~:(I-ALAX)-“” A~l/eA,A~l/‘fif~;(~ - A; Ak)-1/2, 
Put 
p=2 ,...,y. 
Xfi? I (I-A,,A;)+” (I-A,,A;)+“A,, “-l (I-A;A,,)-~/‘A; (z-A;A,,)-‘/~ I 
Then the set of all F=(Fij):j=~EClflx” with Fij=Bij, O,<j-i<y, and 
F > 0 is the set of all matrices of the form F = T(G)+ T(G)*, where 
T(G) = (B,,G + 81,)(6',1G + O,,)-’ 
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and G is any matrix with <,(G> = 0 and l(GI( < 1. Moreotier, 
det[T(G)+T(G)*] = fidetBii* n det(Z-AT,A,,)det(I-GIG), 
i=l O<p<q 
(6.2) 
and 
det[T(G)+Z’(G)*] = fidetBii. 
i=l 
n det(l-HiyHi,i)det(z-~*~), 
0 < j - i G y 
(6.3) 
where 
and cxij, Pij, yij, Cij, and qij are as in (6.1). 
From Proposition 5.2 it is clear that via the map J%‘~ the problem of 
positive completions becomes a problem of strictly contractive completions. 
Propositions 5.2 and 4.2 therefore give a way to construct a linear fractional 
description for the set of all positive completions. For the representation in 
Theorem 6.1, however, we have to do some extra work, which we are about 
to do now. 
Let B be such that diag,(B) > 0. Recall from [9] the following definition. 
The maximum entropy solution of the positive completion problem for B is 
the unique positive completion of B which maximizes the number det L, i.e., 
the maximum entropy solution L, has the following properties: L,, > 0, 
Pi,i+c,L,,P,~+, = Pi,i+cjBPi~+q, i = 1,. . , n - q, and det L,, > det L, where L 
z L, varies over the set of al! positive completions. Equation (5.3) shows 
that det(K + K*), where K = 9&(F), is maximal if and only if det(I - F*F) 
is maximal. So the map ,&‘A also maps the maximum entropy solution of the 
positive completion problem onto the maximum entropy solution of the 
corresponding strictly contractive completion problem. 
Let us illustrate the general method on the 3X3 case. 
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EXAMPLE: (The 3 ~3 case). Let a, p, Y, [, and 77 be given such that 
We want to find all X such that 
For this, put 
A,= 
and calculate 
&(A.) = 
All I’ such that 
0 a-I/epy-l/2 a-l/‘(x_ py-l&-l/2 
0 0 - Y “2577 - “3 
0 0 0 
I 
0 a- lppy- l/2 Y 
I 
c).= 0 I 0 Y 
-l/2 
0 0 ioil-1’p I 
has norm less than one are given by [cf. (~.e>] 
Y=(Z-a -‘/~~Y-l/ep*Q, ~ 1/yq I_ 77 - l/25*y- l&Y7 -1/y, 
where JIG11 < 1. So 
=py-‘5+ &/2(1- a-Wpy-$*a-1/2) 
l/2 
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The maximum entropy solution for C, is obtained for Y = 0. The maximum 
entropy solution for the positive completion problem is therefore Bx,,, where 
x, = /3r-‘5. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let y > 0 and B = (Bij)y,j= 1 such that diag,,(B) > 0. Put 
A = (Aij)yj=l, where 
Bij 9 i< j, 
Aij= 
( 
$Bii, i= j, 
0, i > j. 
Furthermore, let C = (Cii>;j= I := .kA(A), where A = a,,(A). Then for 
c,, + b( I - a*u) -‘& = $~~l/z B ( ,.s - Pr-‘5) A-“‘, s  
where a, b, c, /3, y, und 5 are given via 
L 
P 6s 
;* Y 5 
B:: C* 77 
Further, if 
O<s-rdq, 
(6.5) 
ri=[I-b(I-a*a) -lh*l-"z[ C,,+b(I-a*a)-'a*c 1 
XII--*(~-cUL*)-lC]-"e 
and 
then 
H = (cl - py-‘p*) +‘(Brs - PY-~~)(TJ - l*y-15)-1’2, 
det(l- fi*fi) = det(l- H*H). (6.6) 
When B,, is scalar, then fi = H. 
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Proof. Let us start by proving that without loss of generality q = n - 1, 
r=l, and s = n. Let a^, &, and c^ be given by 
Since C E R gX”, we have that 
b=(o S>T 
It is easy to see that if in all the expressions in 
and c by 6, 6, and c^, respectively, the result 
the lemma we replace a, b, 
stays the same. So only the 
entries (i,j), i, j E {r,. .., s}, of the block matrices A, B, and C are of 
importance. So without loss of generality we can assume that the entry (r, s) 
is in the upper right comer. 
. 
c= ! 1 i . 
Consider the self-adjoint block matrix B, E O”xn which has an X at the 
(1,n)th place and Bij at the (i, j)th place, where 0 < j - i < n - 1. Let Ax 
be the block matrix A where A,, is replaced by X. So Bx = A, + A*,. 
Further, we denote by C, the block matrix C where C,, is replaced by Y. 
Suppose that X is chosen so that Bx > 0. (For instance, X = B,,), Since 
/‘_,(A,) = &‘n_2(A), it follows [Lemma 5.3(n)] that J”_e(9A(AX) 
. 
= _&a(C). So s*(Ax) = C, for some Y. Since 
=+A-“‘f (-1)‘.[(Ax-A)(2A)-1]L(Ax-A)A-1/Z 
k=O 
and [(Ax - A)(2A)-‘lk E flix’, we get that 
Y = (C,.),, = (&~(A,)),,l = +A,“‘(X + @) A,;‘” 
for some matrix @ independent of X. Adding b(Z - a*~)-‘a% on both sides 
gives 
y+b(z-a*a)-‘a*c=+A,““(X+6)A,,““, (6.7) 
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where 6 is some matrix independent of X. Since 
we get that for this 2 X2 strictly contractive completion problem, where 
Y is the unknown, the maximum entropy solution is Cr(, with Ya = 
- b(l - a*~)-ra*c. Following (6.7), the corresponding X is - 6. On the 
other hand, viewing B, as the 3 X 3 matrix 
we see that the maximum entropy solution B.y,, is obtained for X,, = /3r-‘[. 
Hence - %J = /3r-‘<, and thus 
y + l>( I - u”u) -‘cl*c = $,‘/‘(X - fir-‘<) A-““. 
,I II (‘3.8) 
Substituting X = B,,, and Y = C,,, in (6.8) yields (6.5). 
Let 
H, = (a - Py-‘P*) - yy - pr-‘l)(77 - ~*y-li)-‘/2~ 
We know that (cf. Section 2) 
det(r - C,“C,-) = c,,det(Z - I?,+,-), 
where co > 0. So with (5.3) we may conclude that 
detB,=det(Ax+A*,)=Edet(l-fi,?fi,), (6.9) 
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where E > 0. On the other hand, one calculates that B, = @2 Ox, where 
1 
(a - py-‘p*y 0 (a - PY-‘P*) -“px - /3y-‘() 
Qx = 0 
Y 
l/2 0 0 0 ((7 - [“y-‘p(I - H,*H,)(Tj - ~*y-‘p}“e 1 
SO 
detB,=jdet@x(P=cfdet(l-H,*Hx), (6.10) 
where c’> 0. If X = X,, and Y = Y,r, we obtain by (6.9) and (6.10) that 
i; = det Bx,, = c’. 
Equations (6.9) and (6.10) now give that 
det(Z - Ei;Tfir) = det(Z - H,*H,). 
Filling in X = B,, and Y = C ,,,, we obtain (6.6). 
If Br,, is scalar, then so are C,,, , I-I, and A. Equation (6.6) then yields 
111) = IHI. Using (6.5), we see that fi is a product of a positive number and 
B,,, - Py-‘l. For H the same is true. Hence we obtain equality. W 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let B = (Btj)i: j= 1 be such that diag,,(B) > 0. Put 
A =(A,,i)llj=1, where 
By Proposition 5.2 the set ofall matrices L with Pi,i+c,LPi~+,, = Pi,i+c,BPi*,+,,, 
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i=l,..., n - q, and L > 0 is the set 
(K + K+IK =gA,IF), IIFII < 1, 4,(F) = -4,(&b+ 
n 
Put C = (Cij>yj=r := S%?*,(A). Theorem 4.1 gives a linear fractional descrip- 
tion of all F with l[Fll < 1 and x,(F) = x,(C). Let us denote the sequence 
of A’s we obtain from Theorem 4.1 by A _-,,+ ,, . . . ,A,. Note that since 
c E Q,X”, we get that Aj = 0 for j f 0. Further, using (6.5) we see that 
Aj = Aj, j = I,..., q. With Theorem 4.1 we conclude that the set 
is the set of all F with ((FII < 1 and x,(F) = x,(C). Apply now 9*,,, and 
we obtain all K with K + K* > 0 and x!(K) = xJ(A). Note that T(G) = 
S?~,“.Q e. . 0 YA (G), and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
For (6.2) one uzes the formulas (5.3) and (4.2). Let fiij denote the 
matrices Hi, we obtain by applying Theorem 4.1 to the matrix C. Use 
Equations (5.3) and (4.3) to obtain 
det[T(G)*+T(G)] =det(2A,,)* n det(I-fii7Aij).det(I-G*G). 
j-iqq 
With Lemma 6.2 one may conclude that 
det(l- Ei$Aij) = det(I - Ni5Hij). 
Now (6.3) follows. n 
Proof of Theorem 0.2. We use the notation introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. Let r - s = p > 0. As remarked in the proof of Theorem 0.1, ,. A 
we have that (A,),,Y = H,,Y. Using the last sentence of Lemma 6.2, we obtain 
Now Theorem 0.2 follows directly from Theorem 6.1. n 
Let 8 := (f9,j>F.j=l be as in Theorem 6.1. Note that 0 
= &N(h,,)fi~=,M(A,,), where N(A) and M(A) are given by (5.1) and (1.8) 
respectively. Because N(A,,) is (f,J)-unitary and MA,,) is J-unitary, the 
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matrix ifi@ is (J,J)-unitary. Using this, one calculates that the maximum 
entropy solution is T(O)+ T(O)* = 28,*,-‘8,‘. It is not hard to see that 
8,, = c%$B,,(e,,>, so that the self-adjoint matrix [T(O) + T(O)*]- ’ belongs 
to R”T”,. This coincides with Theorem 1 in [9]. 
7. THE TOEPLITZ CASE 
In this section we consider the problems of strictly contractive and 
positive completions for the class of Toeplitz block matrices. A block matrix 
A = (Aij>~,,,~ll is called Toeplitz if A,, = Ai+l,j+l for all admissible i and 
j. We denote the class of n X m Toeplitz block matrices by TClnX”‘. Further, 
TR j:x”’ = {A E TRnX”’ ( <,(A) = 0). 
Let us first look at the strictly contractive case. The following example 
shows that a lower triangular part of a Toeplitz block matrix which satisfies 
the condition (0.1) need not have a contractive Toeplitz completion. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the following lower part of a Toeplitz matrix: 
, 
(7.1) 
If we look at the first two columns of the matrix, we have in the upper right 
corner an unknown entry. Viewing this as a 2 X 2 strictly contractive comple- 
tion problem, we get, using (2.21, that the (1,2)th entry should be a complex 
number in the disk {- E @ ) 1~)~ < 0.02). Now we want to determine the 
(2,3)th entry. For this we only consider the submatrix obtained by leaving 
out the first row and the last two columns. Then again it has become a 2 X 2 
completion problem. With (2.2) we may conclude that the (2,3)th entry 
should be in the disk {= E C (1~ + $1 <$I. Since the two disks have an 
empty intersection, the entries on the positions (1,2) and (2,3) cannot be the 
same complex number. Therefore the lower part of (7.1) has no contractive 
Toeplitz extension. Note that the condition (0.1) with y = 0 is satisfied. 
If we start, however, with a given lower triangular part relative to the y th 
diagonal, with q > 0, of an upper triangular block Toeplitz matrix A, i.e., 
A = (A.,_,):;lo with A,, = 0 for p < 0, and (0.1) is satisfied, then a block 
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Toeplitz strictly contractive completion exists. We shall use the following 
lemma. 
&ljig.$~ ;s;; I, 
‘Ix” (p > 0) such that A = g,‘,,(A) has norm less than one, 
(ii) “u G E Z’C!ix” (p > 0) and A = g,,(A) has norm less than one, then 
.9;(G) E Z’nj:“;. 
Proof. In the calculations there appear only upper triangular Toeplitz 
block matrices, except for W, and W,,, but here the non-Toeplitz part 
disappears because of multiplications with zeros. So to prove the lemma one 
need only use the fact that the set Z’n?:” of upper triangular Toeplitz block 
matrices is closed under addition, multiplication, and inversion (provided the 
inverse exists). n 
PKOPOSI~I.IOK 7.3. Let q > 0, and let A E TRF:” suclz that m,,(A) < 1. 
Define I$,,, A,,, /I = 0,. . , q, by 
&=A> A,, = g,,(A), 
c,,=$;,,_,(C,,-,,- A,,=g,,,(x,,>> 
(7.2) 
p=l ) . ) q 
Then A(,, . , A,, are block Toeplitz matrices, and the set {F(G) 1 G E 
TCl;;X”, llG\l < l), where 
F(G) = YA,,o . . . 0 &$G), 
is the set of all F E Ts2”x” with x,(F) = .x,(A) and j)FJj < 1. Further, 
det[ I - F(G)*F(G)] = fi det(Z - AZ A,,)det(Z - G*G). (7.3) 
,’ = 0 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.2. (Note that in this 
case the matrices A_ ,, + ,, . . , A_ 1 appearing in Proposition 4.2 arc zero.) One 
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has to realize, however, that in each step one stays in the set TfinnX”. This is 
ensured by Lemma 7.2. n 
The above proposition leads to the following conclusion. 
lf in Tlxeorem 4.1 one starts with u square upper triangular block Toeplitz 
matrix A, so A = <A,j_i)~t7~,, with A,, = 0 for p < 0, and q is a nonnegatice 
integer, then the set of all block Toeplitz matrices F = ( Fj_i)~~~~o such that 
((F/I < 1 and F,, = A,, for p Q y is the set of all matrices F(G), where F(G) is 
constructed as in Theorem 4.1 and G = (G,_,>ltT=!,, is any block Toeplitz 
matrix with G,) = 0, p < g, and [(G/j < 1. 
For the scalar Toeplitz case the construction of F(G) can be simplified 
considerably. The final result is the following. 
TIIEOHB.L~ 7.4. Let y E (0,. . , n - l} and a,, be gicerl complex numl>ers 
for 0 < p < y, and let a,, = 0 for p < 0. Suppose that the Toep1it.z matrix 
(u~_~ ):! j =,, has norm less than one. For 0 < p < ~1 define the number h,, by 
ho = ao, ,+f- 
1- /a,,/2 ’ 
det S,, _ , 
$,=(a,,--,,) d tS 2 p=2 > . . > q > 
e I’ 
where S, = 1 - ATA,., A,. = (u,i_i);,;‘,,, clnC~ 
I 
C-l)“-’ det ;;, 
a, ‘.. a,,-1 0 
\ 
. . . so1 So.,,-2 so, ,’ - 1 _ = 
*t’ detS,,_, : : 
S,,-2.0 Sp-2.1 . . . S,‘-“.)‘-2 S ,‘- 2. ,,- 1 
with sij given 1~ S,, = (siJ)I~JT=I(~. Put A,, = (Si+,,, jh,,)~~TLo, p = 0,. . , q. Fur- 
thermore, let 
Then the set of all Toeplitz matrices F = <f,_,)~~~~,, E @,IXn with f,, = a,,, 
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p < q, and 11 F1I < 1 is the set of all m&ices of the form 
F = F(G) = (O,,G + 012)(Op,G + Bgn)-’ 
where G = (s~_~)~,~‘o is any Toeplitz matrix with IJG(I < 1 and g,, = 0 for 
p < q. Moreooer, 
det[Z- F(G)*F(G)] = ,,e,(- \h,il’)“-idet(Z-G*G). 
Proof. We can apply Theorem 0.1 to obtain a linear fractional descrip- 
tion for the set of aEE strictly contractive completions. From the results in 
Ya. L. Geronimus [lo, p. 1101 it follows that, for j - i = p ( 2 0), the number 
hij from Theorem 0.1 is equal to h,, here. Further, note that if A = 
(6i+,,,jh>~tiJ,, (p >, O), where Jhl < 1, and G E s2cxn, then 
y*(G) = (G + A)(A*G + I)-‘. (7.4) 
This is because premultiplying the right hand side of (7.4) by W,, comes 
down to dividing all entries by /m, and postmultiplying it by Wi ’ 
comes down to multiplying all entries by /1_lh12. This proves that the 
linear fractional map from Theorem 0.1 for this special case is equal to F(G) 
defined in this theorem. Apply the remark preceding this theorem, and the 
proof is complete. n 
We now come to the po:itive completion problem. From Proposition 53 
we know that via the map s%?~, with a special A, we can reduce the problem 
to a strictly contractive completion problem with a given lower part which is 
upper triangular. That the maps 2?* and &?A preserve the Toeplitz property 
is the content of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.5. 
6) Zf A E Tfl?:” with A = B?,,(A) > 0, then &*(A) E TR~fX”. 
(ii) Zf G E TR;;X”, und A = 9,,(A) E TR”X” is positke definite, then 
SA(G) E TCZ:):“. 
Proof. Use the fact that the set Tfl?y” is closed under addition, 
multiplication, and inversion (provided the inverse exists). n 
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The above lemma and Propositions 5.3 and 7.3 lead to the following 
conclusion. 
If in Theorem 6.1 one starts with a block mat& B which is in addition 
Toeplitz, so B = (B,_,);,J’,,, then the set of all block Toeplitz matrices 
F =<F,_,)~~J~o such that F > 0 and F,, = B,, for 0 6 p < y is the set of all 
matrices of the form F = T(G)+ T(G)*, where T(G) is constructed as in 
Theorem 6.1 and G = (Gj_i)cy-f,, is any block Toeplitz matrix with G,, = 0, 
p < y, and (IGIl < 1. 
Here also there are some simplifications in the scalar case. We have the 
following result. 
TIIEOREM 7.6. Let y~(0 ,..., n-l} and b,,=& be given complex 
numbers for 0 < p < q. Suppose that the Toeplitz zatrix (bj_i)~~j=O is 
positive dejinite. For 0 < p < q define the number h,) by 
where T I’ =(b._.)!‘T=! , , ,,, (I and 
_ I’ 
(-1)” det 
_ = detT,_, 
p=2 ,...> 9, 
b,,-, b,>-, 0 
b,, - 2 b,, - I 
b,,-, 
5, b, b, 
\ 
! . 
I 
Put A,, = (si+,,,jh,,)ItT’O, p = 0,. . , q. Furthermore, let 
Then the set of all Toeplitz matrices F = (f,_,)II,‘=f, E Cnxn with f,, = b,,, 
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0 < p < y, and F > 0 is the set of all matrices of the form F = T(G)+ T(G)“, 
where 
T(G) = (B,,G + ~,z)(~21G + &-’ 
and G = (gj_i)~~~~~j is any Toeplitz matrix with llG\l < 1 and g,, = 0 for 
p < y . Moreover, 
clet[T(G)*+T(G)] =~~;;,~~~(l-lhjl’)‘-“.d.t(Z-G*G). 
Proof. We can apply Theorem 0.2 to obtain a linear fractional descrip- 
tion for the set of all positive definite completions. From the results in [ll, 
p. 1551 it follows that for j - i = p ( > O), the number hij from Theorem 0.2 
is equal to h,, here. Further note that if G E fl;ix7’, then 
.9&,(G) = (A,,G + A,,)( - G + I)-‘. 
This and the remark concerning 3; in the proof of Theorem 7.4 prove that 
the linear fractional map from Theorem 0.2 for this special case is equal to 
T(G) defined in this theorem. Apply the remark preceding this theorem, and 
the proof is complete. n 
I would like to thank I. Gohberg for drawing my attention to this 
interesting subject, and M. A. Kaashoek whose comments helped me to 
improve the presentation of the results considerably. 
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